In many hybrid wireless sensor networks' applications, sensor nodes are deployed in hostile environments where trusted and un-trusted nodes co-exist. In anchor-based hybrid networks, it becomes important to allow trusted nodes to gain full access to the location information transmitted in beacon frames while, at the same time, prevent un-trusted nodes from using this information. The main challenge is that un-trusted nodes can measure the physical signal transmitted from anchor nodes, even if these nodes encrypt their transmission. Using the measured signal strength, un-trusted nodes can still tri-laterate the location of anchor nodes. In this paper, we propose HyberLoc, an algorithm that provides anchor physical layer location privacy in anchor-based hybrid sensor networks. The idea is for anchor nodes to dynamically change their transmission power following a certain probability distribution, degrading the localization accuracy at un-trusted nodes while maintaining high localization accuracy at trusted nodes. Given an average power constraint, our analysis shows that the discretized exponential distribution is the distribution that maximizes location uncertainty at the untrusted nodes. Detailed evaluation through analysis, simulation, and implementation shows that HyberLoc gives trusted nodes up to 3.5 times better localization accuracy as compared to untrusted nodes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Location discovery in wireless sensor networks (WSN) has become a vital field of research due to its critical need in many applications including location-based routing [1] , coverage [2] , node identification, and information tagging. Localization algorithms can be categorized as either anchorbased or anchor-free [3] . Anchor-based algorithms depend on the presence of a small set of nodes with known locations, i.e. anchor nodes, that broadcast their location information to the network in special beacon frames. A node with an unknown location estimates its distance to the anchor node, in a process known as ranging, and combines the estimated distance to at least three anchor nodes to estimate its location in 2D ( Fig. 1 ). On the other hand, anchor-free localization algorithms do not assume the existence of anchor nodes and estimate the relative topology of the network. This paper focuses on anchor-based localization algorithms.
In many applications of wireless sensor networks, sensor nodes are deployed in hostile environments where trusted and un-trusted nodes co-exist. In such hybrid networks, it becomes important to allow trusted nodes to share information while, at the same time, prevent un-trusted nodes from gaining access to this information. In the context of location determination, un-trusted nodes may try to access unauthorized information either to gain access to network resources or to estimate the location of key entities in the network, e.g. anchor nodes. For example, in anchor-based networks, any attack that disables the small set of anchor nodes may render the entire network unoperational.
An anchor node may encrypt its beacon frames with a key shared only with trusted nodes. This will prevent un-trusted nodes from getting the information contained in the beacon frames. Although encryption can provide location information secrecy, it does not provide physical layer location privacy as an un-trusted node may measure the received signal strength (RSS) of encrypted frames and estimate the distance to anchor nodes with a reasonable accuracy. In addition, un-trusted nodes can collaborate together to determine the location of the anchor node ( Fig. 1 ) based only on the measured RSS.
In this paper, we propose the HyberLoc algorithm that addresses the physical layer location privacy problem. Hy-berLoc depends on making anchor nodes dynamically and randomly change their transmission power, hence increasing the localization error at un-trusted nodes. At the same time, anchor nodes send the used transmit power encrypted in beacon frames, allowing trusted nodes, that share common information with anchor nodes, to remove the ambiguity of the transmitted power. The shared information can be the key used by anchors to encrypt their beacon frames. The shared information can also be the type, parameters and seed of the probability distribution used by anchors to generate the random transmission power. One main question that our work answers is what the optimal probability distribution that can be used to minimize the localization accuracy at un-trusted nodes under a certain average power constraint is.
Previous work in the area of secure localization has focused mainly on two problems: location verification and robust selflocation estimation. The goal of location verification techniques, e.g. [4] , [5] , is to prevent malicious nodes from claiming to be at other locations to gain access to the network resources. On the other hand, the goal of robust self-location estimation techniques, e.g. [6] , [7] , is for a sensor node to estimate its own location in the presence of attacks, such as malicious anchor nodes. Recently, we addressed another aspect of the the physical layer location privacy problem, which is the un-observability of anchor nodes [8] .
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II. BACKGROUND

A. Anchor-based vs. Anchor-free Localization
Location discovery algorithms for sensor networks can be classified as either anchor-based or anchor-free. Anchor-based algorithms, e.g. [9] , [10] , assume that a small percentage of the nodes, i.e. anchor nodes, are aware of their positions. Anchor nodes broadcast their location information to their neighbors which use this information to estimate their own location. In anchor-free algorithms, e.g. [11] , [12] , no special anchor nodes exist in the network. In this case, the algorithm estimates relative positions, and the coordinate system is established by a reference group of nodes. Relative positioning is suitable for some applications, e.g. location-aided routing [13] . The accuracy of anchor-free algorithms is typically less than anchor-based algorithms. This paper focuses on anchor-based algorithms.
B. Range Estimation
Ranging is the process of estimating node-to-node distances. In order to determine its location in 2D, a sensor node needs to estimate its range to three or more anchor nodes. Localization methods are mostly based on either Time-of-Arrival (ToA), Angle-of-Arrival methods (AoA), or Received-Signal-Strength (RSS) methods. This paper focuses on the RSS-based range estimation methods where the propagation loss can be calculated based on the difference in power between the transmitted and received signals.Theoretical and empirical models are used to translate this loss into a distance estimate. Combining the positioning information received from at least three anchor nodes with the estimated distances, a sensor node can estimate its location in 2D ( Fig. 1 ).
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
This section outlines the system model, security requirements, and signal model.
A. System Model
We assume a hybrid wireless sensor network where anchors, trusted and un-trusted nodes co-exist. Anchor nodes periodically broadcast their encrypted beacon frames. The power levels used by anchors are chosen following a certain probability distribution with a constraint on the average transmission power. All nodes, including un-trusted nodes, are assumed to use the same hardware and use received signal strength for distance estimation.
Furthermore, we assume that un-trusted nodes are passive, i.e. they do not inject any traffic, and have full access to the network traffic. In addition, we assume that anchor nodes and trusted nodes are not compromised. The goal of the un-trusted nodes is to estimate the distance to anchor nodes based on the physical signal transmitted by these nodes. Finally, we assume that un-trusted nodes use the Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation method to obtain transmission power levels and estimate their locations.
B. Security Requirements
We have two main security requirements that should be satisfied.
1) Location Information Secrecy: Anchor nodes should be able to broadcast their position information periodically and trusted nodes should be able to use this information to estimate their position. On the other hand, un-trusted nodes should not be able to use anchor nodes' beacon frames to gain information about anchor nodes' locations. This can be achieved, for example, by encrypting the anchor nodes' beacons.
2) Physical Layer Location Privacy: Un-trusted nodes should not be able to exploit the measured physical signal (RSS) to estimate the location of anchor nodes. This paper focuses on this security requirement.
C. Signal Model
We consider a signal propagation model that has a dominant line-of-sight (LOS) component. In the presence of Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), the probability density function (PDF) of the received signal power [14] is:
where • z: is the received signal power.
• h: is the channel gain which is a function of distance. • x: is the transmission power. • σ 2 : is the variance of AWGN.
• I 0 (x): is the modified Bessel function of order 0. For a sensor node employing the ML estimation method to determine the distance to a certain transmitting node, the likelihood function (K) using m independent measurements is:
The ML technique is based on finding h and x k that maximize K.
IV. HYBERLOC ALGORITHM
This section provides a detailed description of the proposed HyberLoc algorithm and the optimal probability distribution that could be used by the anchors.
A. Algorithm
The proposed HyberLoc algorithm addresses the physical layer location privacy mentioned in section III-B. Before transmitting a beacon frame, the anchor node chooses a random transmit power x, includes it in the beacon frame, and transmits the encrypted beacon frame using the selected transmit power x.
When an un-trusted node receives a beacon frame, it cannot determine the transmit power x and hence has higher ambiguity which leads to lower accuracy in location estimation. We want to emphasize here that encryption alone, without changing the transmit power, is not enough as three un-trusted nodes can cooperate to determine the location of the anchor node, based on the measured RSS at the physical layer, as shown in Fig. 1 .
On the other hand, a trusted node receiving a beacon frame can use the shared encryption key with the anchor node to get the transmit power, x, that was included in the frame, removing the ambiguity introduced by changing the transmit power.
In the next section, we analytically find the probability distribution that could be used by anchors to minimize the localization accuracy at un-trusted nodes.
B. Optimal Distribution
As a criterion for selecting a probability distribution of transmission power, we choose to find the distribution that maximizes the entropy (uncertainty) [15] over all possible power levels subject to an average power constraint (μ). Based on the current sensor network hardware, e.g. [16] , transmission power can be selected from a set of pre-specified discrete power levels. We formulate the problem as a convex optimization problem that could be solved using Lagrange multipliers.
1) Notations:
• x: is a discrete random variable representing the power level used by anchors. • n: is the number of possible power levels. • μ: is a target average power that anchors are designed to use. • P (x): is the probability distribution used by anchors to generate x.
• H(x): is the entropy of the probability distribution P (x) given by:
2) Optimization Problem:
We define the Lagrangian, L, as:
where λ 1 and λ 2 are Lagrange multipliers. This problem is convex and the optimal P (x i ) can be obtained by differentiating L with respect to P (x i ) and equating to zero.
From constraints 5 and 6:
By solving Equations 11 and 12 simultaneously, the values for k and α are determined.
3) Discussion: Equation 10
shows that the discretized exponential distribution is the entropy-maximizing distribution when there is a constraint on the average transmission power. Thus, when the anchor nodes use a discretized exponential distribution, they make it harder for un-trusted nodes to find the x k sequence used, hence, minimize their localization accuracy. On the other hand, the localization accuracy at trusted nodes is not affected by the type of the distribution as the transmit power is encrypted in the frame. Note that if the average power is not constrained, the uniform distribution would be the entropy-maximizing distribution.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed HyberLoc algorithm using simulation and implementation. Our goal is to show that when a proper probabilistic distribution is used by anchors to randomize their transmission power, a degradation in localization accuracy at un-trusted nodes is achieved while the localization accuracy at trusted nodes is not affected. We evaluate the performance under three different probabilistic distributions: uniform, discretized normal, and discretized exponential distributions (optimal distribution).
A. Performance Metric
The performance metric used is the standard deviation of estimated distance error normalized by the true distance. It reflects the localization accuracy over a sufficient number of samples (frames). Our goal is to keep this metric as high as possible for un-trusted nodes. On the other hand, we should guarantee a reasonable anchor localization accuracy for trusted nodes.
B. Simulation Experiment 1) Environment:
The algorithm is implemented using Matlab. Trusted and un-trusted nodes are placed at equal distance from the anchor node. Since our goal is to quantify the performance advantage of trusted nodes over un-trusted nodes, without loss of generality, all experiments have been performed using one anchor node, one trusted node and one untrusted node only. Anchors are assumed to have four possible power levels 1 . As previously mentioned, trusted and un-trusted nodes use ML to localize the anchor node but only trusted nodes know exactly the power level used for every frame. That is, the unknown parameters to be estimated in Equation 2 are h for trusted nodes, and h and all x k for un-trusted nodes. For un-trusted nodes, the optimal x k sequence is obtained via exhaustive search. In order to reduce the domain of exhaustive search, the un-trusted nodes divide all received frames into blocks of size s, exhaustively search for the power level sequence that maximizes K, and then average the estimates for h obtained from each block. In our simulations, s is chosen to be four. Larger s does not increase the accuracy significantly but increases the search time exponentially.
We evaluate the performance of the HyberLoc algorithm under different signal to noise ratio (SNR) levels. Note that since our metric is normalized by the actual distance between a node and the anchor node, the absolute distance is not included as a parameter.
2) Results: Fig. 2 provides the normalized standard deviation of estimated distance error for different probability distributions of transmission power, obtained via Monte Carlo simulations, as a function of the number of frames used for estimating the distance for different levels of SNR. The average power, μ, is set to -3 dBm. The figure verifies that the discretized exponential distribution maximizes the normalized standard deviation of estimated distance error. The figure also shows that using the HyberLoc algorithm, the localization accuracy at trusted nodes is at least 3.2, 1.4, and 1.2 times better than that at un-trusted nodes for SNR= 16, 9, and 6.5 dB respectively. As the number of frames used in estimation increases, the localization accuracy at both trusted and untrusted nodes increases. As the SNR increases, the difference between the different distributions increases as well as the difference between trusted and un-trusted nodes. C. Implementation 1) Environment: We have implemented our algorithm on TelosB motes [16] in an indoor environment replicating the configuration used in Matlab simulations where the anchortrusted distance and anchor-untrusted distance are 1m. The anchor node periodically broadcast its beacon frames. Both trusted and un-trusted nodes measure the received signal strength (RSS) and use it for distance estimation.
2) Results: Fig. 3 shows the effect of using the HyberLoc algorithm on the normalized standard deviation of estimated distance error using different probability distributions. The figure confirms that when the anchor uses a discretized exponential distribution, the maximum degradation in the localization accuracy at the un-trusted node is achieved.
Unlike the simulation results (Fig. 2) , the figure shows some crossovers between uniform and normal distributions curves as a result of the multi path fading encountered in indoor environments.
D. Summary
In this section, we evaluated the performance of the proposed HyberLoc algorithm through simulations and implementation. The results show that the HyberLoc algorithm can cause degradation in the localization accuracy at un-trusted nodes without affecting the accuracy at trusted nodes. The results also show that the discretized exponential distribution minimizes the accuracy at un-trusted nodes validating the analytical results in Section IV-B.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we focused on the physical layer location privacy problem, where an anchor node is required to hide its physical location from un-trusted nodes. We have proposed the HyberLoc algorithm for solving the physical layer location privacy and evaluated its performance through analysis, simulations and implementation. We proved analytically that the discrete exponential distribution is the entropy-maximizing distribution under a given average transmit power constraint. Our results show that the HyberLoc algorithm can cause degradation in localization accuracy at un-trusted nodes (up to 3.5 times worse) without limiting the localization accuracy at trusted nodes. In addition, it has a low overhead and does not need any additional hardware, making it suitable for the resource-constrained sensor networks.
